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During the trip to the docks, they are attacked by bandits. Mugen defeats the bandits and they are
able to proceed, but Jin and Mugen encounter a large storm and decide to take refuge by the docks,
while Fuu continues on her way. Jin is very frightened by the storm and asks Mugen to protect him.
When Fuu gets to the docks, they are attacked by two bandits who are about to beat Jin and Mugen

up. Mugen defeats the bandits and they disappear. Mugen tells Fuu that they need to get home
quickly to get Jin away from the storm. Mugen then sees the old man from his vision again. The man

tells Mugen to find Fuu, and Mugen heads back to the city. Mugen finds the docks and sees Fuu
fighting with two bandits, who want to take Jin. Mugen then fights off the two bandits and drags Jin

away from Fuu, just as the storm ends and the rains start. As Mugen takes Jin to the Sakaars, the old
man appears. The old man tells Mugen that he is a magician and that he can see the future and

destiny. The old man tells Mugen that he needs to retrieve a piece of the tip of the sword wielded by
the man who smells of sunflowers, but Mugen can't remember who that man is. The old man also

tells Mugen that he must find Jin so he can join him. The war ends with the M-Pulse still in effect and
Magneto taking over the Earth, however Magneto would not eliminate mutants but would instead

use them to restore the X-men to their former glory. The X-men would eventually come back
together to fight. At this time Magentos powers were restored through the Celestial Bands and he

would reform his cult and have the X-men to return to a life of crime (Luna the Moon Witch). Finally,
Cerebra and the X-men would bring about Magnetos capture and he would be put in suspended

animation. The X-men would later be disbanded due to the good work Magneto did.
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Mugen and his friends often spend their free time playing
violent video games or watching movies, sometimes with

long sessions of playing card games. As a result, their
fighting skills are often not up to snuff and Mugen

struggles to defeat them. Still, he is shown to be more of
a "counter-attacker" in such a situation; he sticks to his
guns and rarely hits first. Mugen is the main protagonist
of the series. He is a man of ironclad will, which makes
his friends and enemies become more bewildered by

him. He is shown to have a strong sense of righteousness
as he must come to terms with his loss and grief. Mugen

is basically a one-dimensional character and is often
stereotyped as a walking dictionary of terms like "top-
notch", "monstrous", and "gutterbouncer" a, is often
mocked by Dan even though he respects him greatly.
Mugen is always restless and although he is mostly

serious about his fights and business, he is known to be
crazy and hilarious. To cope with his trauma he goes into
a self-imposed state of seppuku in the "Twilight Grove",
the final resting place for the ninja under the care of the
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old MUGEN into your new MUGEN (character select and
all the rest). Open up MUGEN 1.0 and rescan. Watch out
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